Yorsipp Launches Prestige Cash SIPP
A new low cost cash account SIPP offering

Yorsipp is delighted to announce the launch of the Prestige Cash SIPP, a simple SIPP
offering low cost, streamlined access to Cater Allen’s Sovereign 30 day Account.
Prestige is designed to reduce risk and simplify the process for IFAs and their clients by
combining Yorsipp’s expertise in SIPP administration with the well-established reputation
and experience of Cater Allen.
“Having launched the Prestige Property and Prestige Myddleton Croft SIPPs, we know that
the concept of putting all the services needed by an IFA into a single product, with just one
form to complete, has been well received,” explains Stephen Gilligan, Business
Development Manager. “Our product gives a seamless service with just one combined
application needed, so cutting down on time and administration costs.
“What’s more, because we have agreed the service standards with Cater Allen, and will
work closely with them, we will also be able to offer this product very competitively as the
set up will be quicker and more cost-effective.”
Initial fees, which include the transfer of funds, are:



Set Up £50 + VAT
Annual SIPP Fee £150 + VAT

We realise the importance of choice and our full range of SIPP products remains available,
including our Full SIPP which allows election of your own professional appointments. The
simplicity of the product allows you to easily move to not only our Prestige Property SIPP,
a package product for ease and simplicity, but also our full range of SIPP products.
For further details of the Prestige Cash SIPP, or any of our products, please contact
Stephen Gilligan on 07500 957 520 or stephen.gilligan@yorsipp.com. Alternatively please
call 0141 772 3365 or email info@yorsipp.com. For details on any Cater Allen products
please contact Stuart McLeod, Relationship Director on 07827 282 717 or email
stuart.mcleod@caterallen.co.uk.
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